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an airy space to catch a breeze. Gone were quiet, 
peaceful afternoons on pedestrian streets. Gone 
was the need to share news with one’s neighbor. 
The need of  a space like the porch was no longer 
a utility, a necessity. The porch became a super-
fluous décor option. 

No doubt, these technological advances brought 
tangible benefits to society, however, the softer, nu-
anced pleasures that accompanied the porch were 
important and soulful, and they are fading farther 
from our grasp in the age of  smart technology. For 
someone who is constantly engaged with social 
media, “liking” local businesses, and “interested” 
in various events, I feel more alienated from my 
community. Why? Because it’s superficial interest. 
It’s only a thumbnail of  me and a single click. 

Until writing this piece I never considered how the 
porch is the ideal platform of  human connectivi-
ty. It’s where real conversations take place, where 
games are played, where lives and moments are 
celebrated. My challenge to myself  and to any-
one reading this is to take back the porch this 
spring and summer. Decorate the space to your 
taste, plant some flowers, and have a lawn party, 
eat a candlelit dinner outside with your spouse, 
or string up a sheet and watch a movie outside. 
Maybe you don’t have a porch, maybe you don’t 
have a deck, use your backyard! In the spring and 
summer everything is more enjoyable outdoors. 

We are what make up communities, our connec-
tions and friendships in all seasons are what make 
them thrive. There is something fundamentally 
necessary in having the space to enjoy one anoth-
er’s company. In a time of  turbulent media and 
politics, your porch is your own private window 
to the world. Say hello to your neighbors, listen 
to storms, watch the seasons paint the trees and 
flowers. Enjoy the view. 

Reference: Cook, Scott. Xroads.virginia.edu
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Most of  us fall under Mother Nature’s spell this time 
of  year, daydreaming about being outside amongst 
the springtime splendor. It’s the perfect occasion 
to refresh our outdoor living spaces. And why not 

begin with a home’s most welcoming space, the front 
porch? Arranging a porch for the enjoyment of  the 
inviting temperatures, the lazy downtime and some 
impromptu entertaining shouldn’t require excessive 

means or much time, just a lot of  inspiration.
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Begin with comfortable seating and interesting service tables. Sturdy pieces that are light enough to easily move for the sweep-
ing away of  springtime pollen are ideal. Remember to give every seat a place to put a drink or rest a book. A mix of  vintage 

and new items adds interest and gives your furniture arrangement character. Shop resale and thrift stores for interesting items 
that keep your big box store purchases from looking too predictable.

Outdoor furniture can be livened with a vibrant paint color. An unexpected version of  your chosen hue can be achieved using 
spray paints, especially specialty color spray paints available at art supply stores. Try a palette of  a couple of  offbeat colors set 
against blacks or neutrals. The prep and paint of  seating and occasional pieces takes less than a day. Once applied, a quirky, 
bold color lends maximum impact. 

Floral and coral pillows: Floy / Tie-dye pillows, coffee table, fish dish, candle: Brown Dog Market / Wood planter: Hope Farm Co.
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No porch is complete without bright florals and lush greens, arranged in container gardens. Jennifer Melear of  Everbloom, Inc. 
gives tips on creating your own vibrant planters. She advises “Choose your tallest plant to add first, placing it with either a radial 
or offset composition in mind, and to fill in from there.” She also suggests varying the texture of  each plant that is added. “On 
a porch, where the planter will not be viewed from all sides, you will want to place the tallest plant toward the back and stagger 
plant heights from there” says Jennifer. She also shares that you should observe the amount of  light that your space receives and 
choose either shade-loving or sun-loving plants to thrive in their environment. 

When selecting an actual container, many options are available. Simple terra cotta pots are a great choice, since they hold 
moisture. Glazed terra cotta can add a pop of  color. Items that are upcycled for use to hold a plant make spaces authentic 
and unique. Be sure to use a plastic planter pot inside repurposed containers so that plantings can be lifted out to drain after 
watering.  
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In an area such as a front porch, a variety of  pillows and textiles add pattern and warmth. Go for at least one strong print or 
color that will set off your entire furniture arrangement. Use of  regular fabrics in a covered area is fine, as long as they are 
stored when not in use. For uncovered areas or for items that will remain in place most of  the time, opt for indoor/outdoor 
solution-dyed acrylic fabrics that will not fade. Pillows and cushions constructed in indoor/outdoor fabric are readily available 
at furniture and home improvement stores in the spring. Be mindful to do your best shopping early, as the selection offered of  
these seasonal items dwindles by summer.

Accessories for porches shouldn’t overcrowd; rather just punctuate. Besides adding warmth, vintage items help to make a space 
one-of-a-kind. Trays are especially useful to transport items from interior spaces for use outdoors. Citronella candles keep pests 
far away, and retailers now offer a variety of  stylish versions.  Most of  all, bring out only durable and washable items so your 
outdoor relaxation remains stress-free.

Lastly, a seasonal bar is a snap to incorporate into covered outdoor areas for outdoor entertaining. A small cart, shelf  or cabinet 
will do to hold essentials for mixing the perfect porch libation. Keep it simple by having only a limited number of  items in your 
offerings. For a touch of  luxury, don’t forget the cloth cocktail napkins. Considering a signature drink for the season allows you 
to stock just its needed ingredients and to offer a fun cocktail to guests who join you in toasting to the pleasures of  the season. 
Cheers to spring!

Drink caddy, wood tray: Hope Farm Co. / Cloth napkins, orange dot bowl: Brown Dog Market

For more tips on creating your container garden, go to paprikasouthern.com/container-garden


